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Bonanza Megaways is a powerful, unusual and addicting slot from Big Time Gaming. It was first released in December 2016, and you will see from the start that you have a very special ride ahead of you. It is based on the Megaways game engine, which means you can activate up to 117,649 paylines. That alone should tell you that this is a slot to try, but there are many other suggestions here as well.

When you’re mining for big wins on Bonanza slot, you can bet anywhere from 0,00072 BTC to 0,018 BTC and you have the chance to win 10,000 times your stake. This is a very volatile slot, so don’t expect to win all the time. Bonanza has a lot of cool features, and we’ll discuss them all in this roundup.

Above the reels, you will see an old-fashioned 4-symbol mining cart. This happens on every spin and increases your chances of winning. The whole mining theme is very well done, and the stone symbols explode, making room for new symbols with each spin. This is a must-try gem of a slot, but you should be prepared for some patience when it comes to winning big.

RTP, variance and technical data

Before we dive into the essence of this slot and reveal all the exciting features, we will summarize the technical data for you:

Bonanza’s RTP is 96%, which is more or less exactly the average you’ll find in most online slots. Return to Player is, as you probably know, a theoretical number showing how much you can expect from a given slot in the long run. This gives online kazino a 4% casino edge for Bonanza slot, and you cannot complain about that.

	RTP: 96%
	Volatility / variance: high
	Layout: 7x7x7x7x7x7
	Paylines: Uptil 117649 (winnings in both directions)
	Bonus features: free spins, multipliers, multiplier (+1024), replacement of winning symbols and jokers
	Bets: from 0.2 to 500
	Maximum winnings (coins): 120,000


Volatility, or variance as it is also called, is very high in this game, so expect some turbulence in your bankroll and prepare accordingly. There will be big wins, but you’ll need a cool head and a little patience in this game. Once you hit this huge multiplier in the free spins game, it will all be worth your time.

Bonanza Megaways Review
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Bonanza Megaways slot is literally a goldmine for players who can handle high variance and is a highly innovative game from Big Time Gaming. The game is very popular in the UK and many other countries, and it is without a doubt the best game from BTG so far. This does not negatively impact their other games in any way, as this provider has a great catalog of games worth checking out.

The variety of gameplay seen on Bonanza is astounding, and with up to 117,649 ways to win, you know you’re in for a frantic race. The scene is a beautiful and harmonious mountain valley with a quarry at the top of the drums and an idyllic water mill to the right of the drums. The mining cart “mines” new symbols each round by going horizontally from above and interacting with the vertical reels.

The more symbols there are on the positions, the more interaction you will see, and there is so much happening on each spin that you will never have time to get bored with this game. There is even an unlimited multiplier that keeps growing with each successive win in the free spins bonus feature, and in theory you could even get unlimited free spins. Don’t worry if this all seems daunting, we’ll go over each feature in detail below.

Bonanza Bonus Features

The free spins feature is a big attraction and the heart of this game. Cascading reels and disappearing symbols are worth mentioning, however.

	Cascading coils


Each symbol involved in a winning combination will explode and leave room for new symbols to form new winning combinations. This continues as long as you keep winning, and it also plays an important role in the free spins feature, which we will describe below.

	Bonanza Free Spins


Since this is a mining game, what might be more appropriate than triggering the free spins feature when you say the word GOLD anywhere on the reels. You will be immediately rewarded with 12 Free Spins, and for each additional spread you will receive 5 additional Free Spins.

As soon as the free spins feature kicks in, you enter the mine itself, and every time you get a consistent win, the “perpetual multiplier” is multiplied once. Get some early wins and the multiplier can really get close to the end of the feature and your winnings will be huge.

You can also win additional free spins by playing this feature, and this is done by getting gold bars in the mining cart. 3 gold bars will give you 5 more free spins, and 4 bars will give you 10 new spins. There is no limit on the number of extra free spins you can win, just as there is no limit on how high the multiplier can be.

How to play?

For being a Megaways game, Bonanza doesn’t offer as many features that you need to know about before you start. However, we’ll skip everything here, so you don’t miss out on anything potentially important.

The first thing you can check is the paytable. It is not a dynamic paytable that changes according to the bet level you choose, but instead displays how much you win multiplied by your total bet for each symbol. There are 4 bonus symbols in the paytable, and they are all gems of different colors. The highest value symbol pays out 50 times your bet for 6 on a payline.

If you click on the options tab in the menu, you can turn the game sound on or off. Unfortunately, you can’t just turn off the music and keep the sound effects like many other games do. You can also read all about the features of the game in the menu section with the paytable.

To start the game, you first need to select a total stake between 0,00072 BTC 0,00072 BTC, and then you need to decide if you want to play manually or use the autoplay feature. You can choose from 5 to 100 auto spins, and you can also set a loss limit and a single win limit that stops the function on its way.

Each car of the train, rolling on top of regular drums, bears a symbol. These symbols add an extra row to reels 2, 3, 4 and 5 for each spin. Each line can display from 2 to 7 symbols, and the cascading wins feature allows more than one payout per spin. That’s it when it comes to how to play Bonanza Megaways slot and we wish you the best of luck!

play Bonanza Megaways at God55 Casino

Reading about it is one thing, but nothing beats playing for yourself at God55 Casino. That is why we have created a great opportunity for you to test this game for free right here. You can also check out our selection of verified and licensed God55 Casino that feature Bonanza Megaways and play for real money right away with a nice welcome offer.

	Play for real money


If you feel like you’re ready for a real deal right now, we certainly won’t stop you. We review all the sites every day, so we have a full review of which sites you can play in Bonanza Megaways. All the sites we recommend are fully licensed and you will find a list with their respective welcome offers at the link. Just click the link and you will be taken to the top of the review page. Here you can choose a sites where you can win real money immediately on Bonanza Megaways.

	Play Free Demo


Don’t worry, we’re also giving you the opportunity to play Bonanza Megaways for free right here. We have a demo version of the game installed at the top of the page, which means that you can get to know this exciting slot without risking a penny out of your own pocket. All you have to do is follow this link and you can check out the Bonanza Megaways demo right away.

Experience 200 Spins Bonanza Megaways

It’s time to share how the test launch of this unstable game went, and we knew exactly what we were getting ourselves into even before we even started. We expected a lot of dead spins, and it took us about 20 spins to even get a small win of 1.5 times. Mining is a tricky business, and this is certainly well reflected in this game.

Between all the dead spins, we had some decent 12x, 16x and similar wins, and this was due to the cascading feature that basically helped us break even during the first 100 spins. We found the delay between symbol explosions and symbols to drop a little annoying after a while and regretted Big Time Gaming had turned on the fast spin option.

Around our 150th spin, everything changed dramatically when we somehow miraculously managed to score “gold” on the first 4 reels. It definitely felt like we had finally found the gold and the environment changed dramatically from day to night. The soundtrack has also changed a lot and we got 12 free spins and some info on what to expect.

Our pulse sped up immediately as it is unknown what might happen when you play with an unlimited progressive win multiplier that does not reset between spins. Unfortunately, it was not a good day as we only managed to increase the multiplier up to 6x. In the end, we got a total win of 24.9x, which was a bit disappointing.

 However, this is the case with very unstable games, so we cannot complain. The remaining 200 spins played out almost the same as before, and in the end we more or less reached the breakeven level. Keep in mind that this is our highly subjective experience and first impression of Bonanza, and you may be much more fortunate with this game than we are.

Bonanza Jackpot (Max Win)

Bonanza Megaways slot doesn’t have a progressive jackpot, but you can certainly take home some serious money from this game. Win up to 120,000 coins, 10,000 times your stake. It all depends on how successful you are in the free spins game and how high your multiplier is.

Bonanza Megaways for Mobile and Tablet

Bonanza slot is available to play on any mobile device or tablet and it is definitely a game worth having in your pocket. Play on Android, iPhone, iPad or whatever device you have. Windows and Blackberry work fine too. This is a great slot for portable devices, and you are sure to have tons of fun wherever you take it.

Conclusions

Bonanza is a dynamite slot that everyone should give a chance. The Megaways engine offers a lot of action as usual, and the design of this slot is something we haven’t seen before. The heart and soul of the game is the free spins feature, but the cascading reels feature is a lot of fun playing the normal game mode.

High volatility can probably scare some people off, but you can always adjust the rate level accordingly. The potential for huge wins is always there, not least thanks to the perpetual multiplier and perpetual free spins feature. Every time you trigger free spins and hit the mine; the adrenaline rush will be worth the wait. Who knows how much you will win this time?

Bonanza Slots Frequently Asked Questions

What is the RTP of Bonanza Megaways slot?

The return to player for this game is 96%. This is roughly the most average payout percentage, which means that the house has a 4% edge.

How unstable is Bonanza Megaways?

This is definitely a high volatility game, and you should be mentally prepared for a lot of dead spins here. Most games with the Megaways engine are very volatile, but it also allows you to win big if you’re lucky.

What is the biggest possible win here?

You can win up to 10,000 times your stake on this game, and this will most likely happen in the bonus round due to the unlimited progressive multiplier.

How many ways to win are available at Bonanza Megaways?

It’s called Megaways for a reason, and in this game, you can take advantage of up to 117,649 ways to win. This happens when all 6 reels are filled with a maximum of 7 symbols.

Does this game have a free spins feature?

Yes, this is the main attraction of Bonanza Megaways, as it has a multiplier that increases by 1 time with each victory. The multiplier does not reset while the bonus round lasts, and there is no upper limit on how high it can be.

Can I play Bonanza Megaways slot for free?

Yes, it’s quite possible. In fact, you can play the demo for free right here on this page. Just scroll up and you will see the demo game is ready to download. You will also find a good selection of trusted casinos where you can play Bonanza with a luscious welcome offer.
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